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WHY MEND &
REPAIR?

MEET YOUR INSTRUCTOR, LYDIA HOOKER

Short answer: It's good for the planet
and good for your wallet!
Knowing how to mend and repair your
clothing will help increase the lifespans
and reduce textile waste, which equaled
over 17 million tons in 2018 (EPA,
2020). 

Additionally, knowing how to repair and
mend clothing is an essential life skill
that you will use throughout your life.
Being able to rescue your clothing for
more uses allows you to save money,
reduce waste, and be more intentional
with future purchases!

Lydia is the face behind Stitches &
Sprouts, a local business that provides
eco-friendly and handmade alternatives
to everyday items. She is currently a
senior at UMD studying Environmental
Science and Sustainability. Lydia is
passionate about creating a healthier
planet while also filling the world with
her crafty creations.
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“Whether repairing something old, or using fabric to create something new,
mending returns a value to something. It’s an opportunity to decorate, express
identity, and celebrate connections. It’s an extension of making, but also an
opportunity for expression.” - Arounna Khounnoraj

https://www.instagram.com/stitches_and_sprouts/
https://stitchesandsprouts.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Stitchesandsprouts


How to Crochet
Crocheting is a fun hobby that allows your to create your own clothing, blankets,

and other items! It's generally thought to be easier than knitting and is a great way
to get into yarn crafts.

use natural fibers like
bamboo, wool, or cotton
avoid synthetic fibers like
acrylic, which produces
microplastics

Picking the right yarn:
Crochet hook
Yarn (check the label to
make sure the size matches
your crochet hook size)
Scissors
Tape measure*
Large eye needle*
Stitch markers*
Row counters*

Materials needed:

*optional

Photos by Lydia Hooker3



How to Crochet
Once you've got your materials, it's time to find a pattern and learn how to read it!

Most patterns state the
materials you will need
Stitches will almost
always be abbreviated --
it can be useful to use
an abbreviation guide
like the one provided
below

How to Read a Pattern:
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hold the needle in your dominant
hand
create a slip knot and leave a 6
inch tail

To start your project...

to hold the yarn, loop it loosely
around the index finger of your
non-dominant hand
start your first chain by wrapping
the yarn from back to front over
the hook -- this is called the chain
stitch



To create the first row of your project, create a chain stitch by yarning
over the hook and drawing it through the loop on the hook

After your first row, stitch one extra stitch and turn your work to start the
next row. For the next row, insert your hook under the next two available

loops.

To crochet with the single crochet stitch, insert your hook from front to
back into the stitch, yarn over the hook, and pull up a loop (two loops

should be on your hook). Yarn over and draw it through both of the loops
on the hook.

I. Chain Stitch

II. Turning Chain

III. Single Crochet Stitch

How to Crochet
Learn how to do a basic single crochet stitch.
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Fastening Off
When you have finished your work, secure
the last stitch by cutting the yarn at least 6
inches from the hook and draw the remaining
yarn through the loop to close it. 



Ch 5, sl st the last chain to the first chain,
creating a ring
Rnd 1: Ch 3, 2dc in the ring. This will be
your first cluster. Chain 2. Those two
chains will form your first corner. Crochet
3dc in the ring again. You now have
made two granny square clusters and
one corner, all in the same ring
Now repeat *chain 2, 2dc in circle* two
more times to create two new granny
clusters and corners. Next, make another
two chains for your final corner
Sl st the last chain into the third chain of
the chains you've started your round with
Rnd 2: Chain 3. This will count as your
starting dc again
In the corner space of the previous
round, crochet 3dc
Chain 2, and then make another 3dc in
the same corner space
Continue like this around your square.
Chain 1 to create a chain space. Next,
crochet 3dc, 2 chains and 3dc in the
same corner space. Repeat this until you
end up on the side where you started.

Granny Square Pattern

How to Crochet
Crochet a granny square by following the provided pattern:

6 Video link to a tutorial

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AL0TqLXhhMk


How to Patch a Hole
Whether your item is brand new or the oldest piece in your wardrobe, knowing how

to patch holes will help extend the life of these items and reduce textile waste!

Jean Patches
Jean patches are ideal for misshapen holes or

tears caused by wear. They're also a great way
to bring character to your clothes!

Embroidery
floss
Seam ripper
Snips or
scissors
Glue stick
Long needle
Fabric to patch
with

fabric
should be a
similar
weight to
the denim
fabric
should be
about one
inch bigger
than the
hole on  all
sides

Materials needed:
Cut open side of jeans, along the seam for easy access
Turn jeans inside out
Place fabric on hole
Use water soluble glue stick to secure fabric. Once you wash
the jeans, the glue will wash away
Thread needle with an arm's length of thread. You can
always add more if needed!
Make a knot at the end of your thread
Insert the needle inside the jeans, and pull thread through to
the outside of the jeans.
Weave in and out of your jeans in a straight line, keeping
your work on your needle until you reach your desired
ending point.
Once you finish your row, turn and continue in the other
direction.
Repeat this process until you cover the entire hole.
Tie off and remove any extra fabric on the inside
Either hand stitch your pant leg closed or sew with a
machine

Instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.

Patching Jeans -- Sashiko Stitch
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Sewing thread
Small needle

Start by turning your leggings inside
out
Thread your needle and tie a knot on
the end
Pinch the side of the tear together in
your hand
Insert your needle into the leggings
and pull the thread until you reach the
knot
Slip stitch the length of your hole
Tie the knot and snip any extra thread

Materials needed:

Instructions:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Embroidery thread
Needle

If a tear occurs in a clean line,
you can repair it simply with the
slip stitch (shown below)
This method can be used for
tears or breaks along seams as
well

Materials needed:

Instructions:
1.

2.

If the damage is in a straight tear, you can use several methods to fix both jeans and
leggings!

Repairing a Tear in Jeans
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Repairing a Tear in Leggings

How to Patch a Hole



Sewing thread
Small needle

Thread your needle and tie a knot on the end
Make a blanket stitch around the edge of the hole

Bring your needle up from the back about 1/4" from the edge or your
desired length of stitches
To anchor, poke your needle up from the back again, so that the needle
comes out of the top at the same spot where you started, creating a loop
around the edge
Send your needle under the loop stitch you just made by poking your needle
under the stitch going sidewise at the edge of the fabric

To complete your first stitch, bring your needle up from the back, and through
the loop of thread. This should create a straight line.
Continue all the way around the hole and tie off
Now, begin to darn around your hole, using the blanket stitch as an anchor

Materials needed:

Instructions:
1.
2.

a.

b.

c.

3.

4.
5.

Learn how to use the darning method to patch a hole in items like leggings, socks,
and more!

Darning Method

9 Photos by Lydia Hooker

Video link to a
tutorial

How to Patch a Hole

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWkRsE_O0FI


Learn how to reattach two-hole and four-hole buttons.

How to Reattach a

Button

Thread
Two-hole button
Needle

With the thread in the needle,
create a large knot at the bottom of
your thread
Starting at the back of your fabric,
pull the needle through the fabric
and one of the button holes from
the bottom up
Bring the needle through the
opposite hole of the bottom from
the top
Repeat this process 4-5 times
On the final turn, bring the needle
thought the button but not the
fabric and wrap the thread around
the stitches 4 times
Bring thread through the fabric and
create a knot to tie off

Materials needed:

Instructions:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

Four-Hole Buttons

Thread
Four-hole button
Needle

Repeat the first four steps from the
two-hole button instructions
Now, move to the empty holes and
repeat the first four steps to create
an "X" on the button top
Repeat steps 5-6 from the two-hole
button instructions
Trim thread as needed

Materials needed:

Instructions:
1.

2.

3.

4.
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Two-Hole Buttons

Video link
to a

tutorial

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWkRsE_O0FI


All bodies are different and we don't fit neatly into every brand's definition of "petite,"
"regular," "long," or whole-numbered inseams. The affordable and sustainable solution

is to learn to hem your own stuff...and it's not as difficult as you imagine! 

How to Hem Pants

If your pants are new, make sure
that you wash them before
hemming in case they shrink
Put your pants on and mark with a
pin the desired length of your jeans
Take the pants off carefully, making
sure that the pin does not fall out

1.

2.

3.
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Before you start:

Stitches to know:

Back Stitch Whip Stitch

Poke the needle back up
through the fabric a space
away from the first stitch.

Poke the needle back down
through the fabric at the end
of the first stitch. This is the
"back" part of the back stitch

The needle is passed in and
out of the fabric in a series of
stitches that circle the edge
of the fabric.

Something to hem (like pants)
Ruler
Pins
Needle
Thread
Pinking shears or fabric scissors

Materials Needed:



How to Hem Pants

Use a ruler to measure the hem length (it's usually about 1/2 inch) then
double the measurement (so it's now 1 inch). From the original pin, add the
extra double length (1 inch) and mark with another pin.
Remove the first pin you put in the pants and cuff the bottom of the pants so
that the edges touch the new pin. Measure all around the cuff to make sure
that it's the same length all around.
Pin the cuff in the front so that it stays put.
Start the back stitch along the "ditch" of the cuff and stitch all the way along
the cuff of the jeans.
Once both cuffs have been sewed, cut off the extra pieces of cuffs.
Fold the new cuffs over the cut parts of the pants to cover the cutting. You
can now wash or iron the pants if you want.
To prevent the new cuff from fraying, sew around the cut edge with a whip
stitch. Nobody will see this stitch because it's on the inside, so don't worry
about perfection!

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

*You can use this method for pants, skirts, shorts, dresses, t-shirt sleeves, and
more!

Now that you've got the item that needs hemming, grab your needle and begin!
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Instructions:

Video link
to a

tutorial

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QG1PoPZdpKQ


Tip #1: Make a Vision Board
You can use apps like Pinterest
to save style and color ideas.
This can help you discover
what is missing in your closet
and help you be more
conscious when shopping. 

Thrifting Tips & Tricks
Career thrifters know that certain fabrics, styles, and basics are a better bet than others at
the thrift store. From what is fixable to what is a red flag, read on for some secret sharing!
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Tip #2: Look for Quality Materials

Leather

Synthetic material tends to wear
faster and/or tear easier than
natural materials
It also tends to have a higher
environmental impact when
washed.

Tip #3: Avoid Synthetic Material
This includes nylon, polyester, acrylic,
and spandex or synthetic leather/suede.

Wool

Cotton Denim

Read the labels to find clothes made with
sturdy and natural materials. Not only are
they often more sustainably produced,
but they usually last longer as well. 



Thrifting Tips & Tricks
Read on for more tips on how to make your next thrifting session a hit!
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Tip #4: Read the Labels Before
Washing!
Once you've found something and bring
it home, remember to read the label
carefully before washing the item. Many
clothes have specific washing and drying
instructions, and you can ruin your item
if you don't care for it properly!

Tip #5: Buy the Basics
To keep your closet streamlined
with clothes you'll wear often,
look for basics at thrift stores.
This includes a good pair of
jeans, a white t-shirt, and a long-
sleeve shirt.



Thrifting Tips & Tricks

Tip #6: Shop Off the Rack
Alongside clothes, thrift stores also offer
many more items and materials. Buying
furniture and supplies second-hand is a great
way to reduce your consumption!

Picture frames
Mirrors
Vases and candle holders
Dishes
Wood furniture
Lamps and light fixtures
Books

Other great items to buy at thrift
stores include:

While thrifting, don't limit yourself to just clothes!
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Curtains, bed sheets, tablecloths, and
napkins make great alternatives to fabric.

Most thrift stores have a "Craft" section
where you can find fabric, yarn, embroidery
hoops, sewing patterns, and more!



Thrifting Tips & Tricks

Will I really wear this?
Is this my style?
If it doesn't fit correctly, will I
take the time to fix it?
Is it decent quality?
Will I get years of use from it?
Do I really need this? Or, is this
an impulse buy?

Secret #7: Question Yourself
Before you buy something, ask
yourself the following questions to
make sure that the item will add to
your life:

Secret #8: Online Thrifting
If you can't find what you're looking
for in a brick-and-mortar store, look
online! There are lots of online
second-hand shopping options.
These include Thred Up, Poshmark,
Mercari, and Facebook Marketplace. 

Be intentional with your purchases!
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Try to sell the item online or to
a local consignment store. 
Gift the item to a friend who
would like it.
Try to use the item in a different
way. For example, if it's a cotton
shirt, cut it up to make dish
towels.
Donate the item to a local thrift
store.
Check the tag to see if you can
recycle the item at your
recycling center.
As a last resort, throw the item
in the trash.

Secret #9: Donate
Before you get rid of unused or
unwanted items around your house,
follow these steps in order:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Thrifting Tips & Tricks
While you certainly can shop at thrift stores, you can also donate your quality items.
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Dannie Duluth Consignment Boutique - Duluth, MN
Earth Exchange - Superior, WI
Gabriel's Bookstore Duluth - Duluth, MN
Goodwill - Duluth & Hermantown, MN
Lots for Tots - Duluth, MN
Plato's Closet - Duluth, MN
Ragstock - Duluth, MN
Savers - Duluth, MN
The LoFT in Duluth - Duluth, MN
The Red Door - Duluth, MN

Thrifting Tips & Tricks
Discover local thrift stores and consignment shops in the Duluth area.
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Lydia's choice!

Video link
to a

tutorial

https://dannieduluth.com/
https://www.earthexchange.org/
https://gabrielsbookstoreduluth.webs.com/
http://www.goodwillduluth.org/
https://www.facebook.com/LotsForTotsDuluth/
https://www.platoscloset.com/locations/duluth-mn
https://ragstock.com/stores/duluth/
https://stores.savers.com/mn/duluth/savers-thrift-store-1142.html
https://www.theloftinduluth.com/
https://www.thereddoorduluth.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8vWOfT6QqYA


ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

SPECIAL THANKS 
To Lydia Hooker for sharing her craft expertise with
our office and community.

To watch the recorded craft sessions with Lydia, visit our YouTube page,
UMD Duluth - Office of Sustainability

19 Guide created by Kaija Schlangen '22

The UMD Office of Sustainability is committed to communicating, educating,
and inspiring action to integrate sustainability into all aspects of campus life.
At UMD, we aim to lower our greenhouse gas emissions through improving
operations and empowering individuals to lower their share of the campus
carbon footprint.

https://www.d.umn.edu/sustainability/
https://www.instagram.com/umdsustain/
https://www.facebook.com/umdsustainability
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7jfkeakW-0nbnsd6eClJRQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7jfkeakW-0nbnsd6eClJRQ



